
Westwood Coalition 
Meeting Minutes, September 18, 2014 
Westwood Town Hall 
 
Present:  Mary Jenkins, Sr. Ann Rene McConn, Gerald Fortson, Tom Bonhaus, Judy Bonhaus, Larry Eiser, 

Becky Weber, Mary Kuhl, Fred Berger, Martha Kelly, Jeff Stine, Joe Henke, Diane Siegroth 
 
M. Jenkins called the meeting to order at 6:31 p.m.  She asked for any corrections to or comments on 
the minutes from the August 28, 2014.  F. Berger noted that he was in attendance but was not listed.  
With that correction, the minutes were approved. 
 
 M. Jenkins posed the same questions to Gerald Fortson of the city of Cincinnati’s Department of Trade 
and Development that speakers at the previous meeting addressed:  what do developers seek when 
considering projects in a neighborhood business district and what development opportunities does each 
of the Westwood Square options seem to provide?  G. Fortson began by noting elements that make 
development more likely include site control, accessibility or egress to the property or area, sufficient 
traffic, adequate parking, the bones of the property, demographics appropriate to the business, and 
demand.  They’d also consider the community’s needs and what else is in the area.   
 
M. Kelly expanded on that by adding that developers would consider what is missing and what the 
traffic volume is.  M. Kuhl asked about the impact of crime statistics.  Both G. Fortson and M. Kelly said 
that doesn’t come up.  M. Kelly also noted that when considering demographics, developers look at 
disposable income.  She noted that revitalization efforts are expected to reduce crime.  T. Bonhaus 
asked about liquor permits as a welcome benefit to businesses.  G. Fortson commented that, while 
there are limitations, there are also options like an entertainment district.  F. Berger asked whether 
neighborhoods should jump right into development.  G. Fortson said no, that a neighborhood wants to 
demonstrate its strategic plan for the area, developed out of community preferences, like the work that 
has been done in Westwood.  He commented on the advantages of working with an architect or planner 
and an RFP process, such as the work that CURCs do.  M. Kelly noted that it helps to have experts who 
know what kinds of initiatives can be successful, what the ancillary needs will be, and how to market.  G. 
Fortson emphasized that the planning efforts comes out of the community’s vision.  M. Kuhl pointed to 
businesses in Over The Rhine that have been successful, even before 3CDC’s funding and business 
owners in Westwood who are interested in start ups (like someone interested in the firehouse) to which 
G. Fortson replied that momentum is positive and some development can happen organically.  L. Eiser 
reminded attendees of a comment by K. Norris at an earlier meeting about knowing what businesses we 
want, which is what came out of community input.  He commented that businesses create strategic 
plans, too.  M. Kuhl remarked on advantages of business-led development that is sometimes successful 
in ways different than the city’s plans.  M. Jenkins commented on ours as Westwood community-led. 
 
The group then walked around the room and looked at each depicted option, with G. Fortson and others 
offering comments: 
 
Option 1: No Build 
G. Fortson described it as especially conservative; he noted that some sort of construction is necessary 
for revitalization.  M. Kelly said that streetscaping won’t attract businesses and that, in any case, 
businesses should contribute to it, since it does attract customers.  M. Kelly remarked on ongoing 
confusion for traffic and pedestrians at Harrison/Epworth/Urwiler, saying that this plan does little to 
address that, but that bump outs and some street parking is possible.  M. Kuhl expressed support for 



this option, citing possibilities related to lighting and trees, and noted that parking could be added to 
both sides of the street more uniformly, which would slow traffic.    M. Kelly remarked that traffic 
calming is possible with all of the options.  J. Stine noted that a community is smart to include 
streetscaping in any development agreement with the city. 
 
Option 2:  The Original Small Square 
M. Kelly clarified that this is the same square depicted in the conceptual drawing, but drawn to scale.  G. 
Fortson thought it looked confusing from a traffic standpoint, including a bump out for development 
associated with WestCURC’s current parking lot.  He asked what the green space would do, to which M. 
Jenkins replied that we should certainly consider programming of spaces but not take them literally as 
green space, since different surfaces and purposes are possible.  M. Kelly added that this option is still 
somewhat difficult for traffic control and for walkability. 
 
Option 3:  The Large Square 
M. Kelly commented that this larger square works much better for traffic.  M. Kuhl pointed out that it 
would impact existing businesses, particularly H. Benkert’s.  In a discussion of the use of the space, M. 
Jenkins remarked that it presents challenges if essentially a green space; it would have to be put to a use 
that the community wants as programmable space.  F. Berger commented on the variation he proffered 
which could include commercial uses on the site, if delivery access can be provided, and parking 
underneath.  He also commented on the factor of the significant slope of the land across Harrison.  G. 
Fortson said that he sees a loss of parking and trouble with pedestrian access to the square.  He said he 
would shy away from this option.  M. Jenkins reminded attendees that it is not the job of the Square 
alone to address parking in the area, although the selected plan would affect parking in some way.  M. 
Kuhl remarked on Mt. Lookout Square, saying that the traffic and parking is kind of crazy but the area is 
fun and attractive.  M. Kelly noted that Mt. Lookout Square has a traffic volume of 30,000 cars per day, 
whereas this business district sees closer to 10,000.   
 
Option 4:  The Bow-tie/Triangle/Mirror 
G. Fortson commented favorably on the geometry of this option.  He noted that it would improve 
parking and traffic and could happen incrementally and in concert with other options.  J. Stine pointed 
out that an Urwiler cul-de-sac would mean that there is no parking loss.  B. Weber pointed to the lack of 
site control since H. Benkert said he has no interest in selling buildings but others noted that plans can 
develop over time and are not dependent on a single property.  M. Kelly mentioned tree removal and 
replacement as part of streetscaping and F. Berger suggested murals as a short-term win.  M. Kelly 
highlighted the pedestrian crossing, or scramble, as an advantage and also noted that cut through traffic 
from Montana down Urwiler would probably be reduced.  M. Jenkins remarked on the benefit of 
focusing on the Main+Main while also clearly connecting with other sections of the business district and 
tying into Town Hall.  M. Kuhl described it as non-invasive.  G. Fortson noted that the grounds of Town 
Hall are controlled by the Park Board. 
 
Option 5:  Central Harrison Square 
G. Fortson remarked that there is insufficient density to support this option and it would cost a lot of 
money.  He described it as unrealistic, even if phased in over time.  M. Kelly noted that the image shows 
multiple big buildings but that was done to illustrate size and does not necessarily have to be seen as a 
replacement of everything there now.  G. Fortson commented that this option could happen if 
developers wanted it to but it seems unlikely.  M. Kelly noted that this option would attract or demand 
more outside traffic and more traffic means more lanes.   
 



Option 6:  Town Hall Rotary 
G. Fortson noted that it does nothing to include the rest of the business district.  B. Weber pointed to 
the surrounding development opportunities with existing building and the firehouse.  M. Kuhl 
commented negatively on the impact on traffic.  G. Fortson said it looks like a lot to maintain and it 
would have to take houses to make up for lost parking.  He said he doesn’t like it and thinks 
opportunities for economic development seem limited.  M. Kelly highlighted likely problems for 
pedestrians and with traffic weaving.   
 
In summary, G. Fortson spoke positively of option 4, the bowtie/triangle/mirror, saying it would be 
impactful and could be done incrementally, and in conjunction with other blended plans.   
 
J. Henke offered words of caution about parking, specifically the impact of Madcap Puppets and the 
firehouse, depending on its chosen use.  He is very concerned about possible use of Henke Winery’s 
parking and parking along Junietta. 
 
B. Weber reiterated her concern about site control since some of the options would require particularly 
properties owned by H. Benkart who does not intend to sell.   
 
J. Stine spoke about the budget for the feasibility study, saying that he and M. Kelly need to wrap up 
Transportation & Engineering’s involvement in this preparatory work. 
 
L. Eiser remarked that we seem to be leaning toward Option 4.  He said that residents are hungry for 
options and change and this is a start, along with other incremental progress that can be made.  He also 
noted that, while we should anticipate parking needs, a parking problem is a problem we want to have 
to solve. 
 
Sr. Ann Rene McConn suggested that this business district has an asset we could capitalize on and grow: 
gardens.  It would be a street of gardens.  She also commented favorably on Option 4. 
 
M. Kuhl spoke about site control and asked what we could move on now.  She prefers a less invasive 
approach and a style that doesn’t look like every other development. 
 
F. Berger asked J. Henke what use of the firehouse appeals to him to which D. Siegroth replied an art 
gallery.  F. Berger commented on attracting business possibilities and doing more with marketing.  He is 
eager to get the options reduced to one or two remaining.  
 
M. Jenkins suggested that attendees prepare for the next meeting by reviewing residents’ comments, 
talking with their represented organizations, and reviewing minutes of meetings.  The Coalition will next 
meet on October 9, at which point we expect to narrow significantly the options for a Westwood 
Square, and identify the Coalition’s recommendations. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 7:55 p.m. 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted, 

 
Mary Jenkins, facilitator 


